
LCD Strap 
The CMI LCD Strap  may be used as a        

suspension point to hang the CMI LCD. 

 Begin by locating the appropriate tree to hang the LCD Strap and the CMI LCD from.  The tree should be 

large enough so that when the CMI LCD is hung from the LCD  Strap, that the LCD does not overhang the 

edges of the tree (see illustrations below).  Keep in mind that the LCD will hang approximately  18-20” 

below the LCD Strap.   

 Once the tree has been located, it is easiest to lay the LCD strap on the ground around the base of the 

tree you will be using.  Take the tail end of the strap and thread it through the buckle.  Once the strap has 

been connected, raise it to the approximate location on the tree and then pull the rest of the tail of the 

strap through the buckle until the strap snugs up tight around the tree.  Ensure that the strap is relatively 

level around the tree.  Once in place, gather up the remaining tail of the strap and place it out of the work 

area behind the tree on the ground. 

 Using two carabiners (locking or nonlocking is fine), place the carabiners into the two loops of the  LCD        

strap.  Then  hang the  CMI LCD from the two stainless steel loops located at the top of the CMI LCD.    

Secure the CMI LCD using the included 2” ratchet straps.  Once the LCD has been properly secured to the 

tree, remove the two carabiners from the two top loops of the LCD and then remove the LCD strap from 

the tree. 

Warning:  Never use the CMI LCD Strap by itself.  If used alone, without securing the CMI LCD with included 

2” ratchet straps, serious injury or even death could occur.  When in doubt, seek professional assistance to 

ensure safe use of the CMI LCD Strap.  

LCD Strap properly hanging/ locating the CMI 

LCD 

The CMI LCD properly hung and ready for use after the LCD 

Strap has been removed. 
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